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ABSTRACT

The effect of an external magnetic f i e ld on the various possible

parametric i n s t a b i l i t i e s of the longi tudinal beat wave at the difference

frequency of two incident laser beams in a. hot plasma has teen theo re t i ca l ly

invest igated. The Xinetic equation i s employed to o t t a in the nonlinear

rr-spori!;c of tlie magnetized electrons due to the nonlinear coupling of the

beat wave with the low-frequency e l e c t r o s t a t i c plasma modes. I t i s noted

that tho f^rowth rates of the three-vave and the four-wave parametric

i n:"'tat;il i t i cr. can be influenced by the external t ransverse magnetic f i e ld .
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I., INTBODUCTION

The alternative concept* are growing up for the future

generation of ultra-high energy accelerators to reduce the huge

aize, ever-Increasing coat and virtually unmanageable complexities

In extrapolating the present-day available particle accelerators. ~*

The laser-plasma beat wave accelerator (LPBtfA) la a possible

potential contender which utilises the large electric field

V-eni ) of the high power laser beaas in a plaams.. In

l
(/wio V-eni ) of the g p

this scheme a large-amplitude electrostatic electron plasma

wave (EFW) is generated at the beat frequency of two co-linear

laser beams in a plasma with phase velocity slightly leas than the
8-12

velocity of light In a vacuum. " A beam of injected electrons

with axial velocity close to the plasma wave phase velocity can

be accelerated to high energies until synchronism ie lost.

In the surfatron scheme, a potential modification of the

LPBWA, an external transverse static magnetic field 1B applied

to phase lock the particles with the wave thereby eliminating the

limitation on the maximum energy gain of the plasma particles.

In the presence of the external magnetic field, a plasma supports

a variety of plasma nodes. The plasma wave in the LFBWA. attains

large amplitude and may couple parametrically to these nodes

deteriorating the uniform acceleration of particles to high

energy. Therefore, a detailed investigation of all the possible

parametric instabilities of this high amplitude EPW in the

presence of the external transverse static magnetic field io of

great importance in the context of the LPBWA.

T



In thin paper, wo have investigated in detail the possible

paraaetric instabilities of beat waves in a plasma whan an

external static magnetic field la applied transverse to the

direction of the incident laser beams exciting the beat wave.

In Sec. II, we describe the response of magnetized electrons

of the plasma by employing the nonlinear Vlaeov equation in the

guiding center coordinates for the low-frequency mode. We take

the high frequency response of electrons «a unmagnetised, only

the low frequency electron response ia taken to be magnetized,

Here, by low frequency modes we mean the electrostatic ion and

electron nodes, viz., ion acoustic wave, fast ion wave, lower

hybrid wave, ion Bernstein wave, ion cyclotron wave, electron

Bernstein wave, and electron cyclotron wave, etc. in the

magnetized plasma. The frequencies of these nodes are usually

less than the frequency of the EFW excited at the beat frequency

of the two incident laser beams. The Larmor radii of electrons

corresponding to these low frequency modes nay be larger than

or comparable to the wavelengths of these waves. Hence, we

employ the kinetic equation for the nonlinear response of

electrons in the plasma. The three-wave and the four-wave

parametric processes are studied in Sec. Ill and Sec. IV,

respectively. The numerical calculations of the growth rates

and the effects of the external magnetic field on the growth rates

of the various parametric instabilities are discussed in Sec. V.

Finally, a brief conclusion of the results is presented in

Sec. VI.
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II. KINETIC ANALYSIS FOR NONLINEAR RESPONSE OF ELECTRONS

We consider the propagation of two co-linear high-amplitude
/ 1/ y 1/

upper hybrid laser beams ( U)^ K^) and ( ̂ il-z} i n a tratleversely

magnetized ( B j|i), hot and homogeneous plasma

where 2 1/2

fcl)

Here, -e, m, nQ and e are the electronic charge, mass, unperturbed

equilibrium electron density, and the velocity of light in a vacuum,

respectively. On account of the nonlinear interaction of the

incident electromagnetic waves in the plasma, a large-amplitude

longitudinal electrostatic electron plasma wave ( CO , K, j CO = CJ~ b

k • k^ - k,) is generated at the difference frequency through the

forward Raman scattering, parametric instabilities, or through the

resonant excitation mechanism :

where u> and k satisfy the Bohm-Gross dispersion relation for
o o

the magnetized plasma

i 3 K V
0/2 is the thermal speed of electrons; T being the

6

temperature of the plasma electrons measured in unitE of the

Boltsmann constant. A small amount of the energy of the incident

- ^ .u *..,.. u <^



laser radiation ie up-converted into the sum frequency generation,

which nay be neglected.

We nov consider that this excited longitudinal electrostatic

EPW at the difference frequency of the two laser beams as the

pump wave ( ^QJ^Q) which couples paranetrically with a low

frequency density perturbation associated with a plasma mode

{ In 1 k) and generates two high frequency sideband modes ( t**1 ,, k, -,):

It is known that since |v /elIt is k 10" where V is the
I O O

quivering velocity of electrons in the presence of the beat waves

for the usual bent-wave accelerator schemes, we can employ the

nonrelativistic equations to describe the motion of electrons

in the plaeaa. For the hot magnetized plasma the LarfflOr radius

of electrons may be larger than any of the wavelengths of the waves

involved.i.e., kje , k xf e , fetlfe , k 2 j e ^ 1
where f ~ \3 I tti . Hence, the fluid model of plasmas breaks down

J
e e' c

and one must solve the full Vlasov equation for the nonlinear

response of electrons in the plasma. We study the response of

electrons to the four-wave decay process, in peneral, in the presence

of the external static magnetic field by the nonlinear Vlasov

equation " expressed in terms of the guiding center coordinate

x , the magnetic moment p. , polar angle 9 of the perpendicular

velocity (i.e., the angle v_ makes with the x-axie) and theparallel momentum p ;

at
where

- f

the over-dot denotes the derivative of the quantity involved with

respect to time, the superRcrript T refers to the total quantity, ;ind

the symbol X denotes quantities perpendicular to the external

magnetic field. It can be shown that as ( J/L Q ), (xjt y _) and

<p , z) constitute the canonical set of variables, K^.iO follows

directly from the continuity equation of the electron density in

the six-dimensional space of the new variables. In the presence of

the electrostatic potentials of the pump and the decay waver, the

total distribution function of electrons in Kq.(6) may be dt-compoEed

1%)

where the space and time variations are implied and the etjui Lihrium

distribution function f° is taken to be Kexwellian at the

temperature T ,

) ( 2 / 2 T )

fQ, f1 are the high-frequency response at the pump and the

sideband frequencies, respectively, and f is the low-frequency

response. Using the equation of motion for electrons we can write

T



E -

H =
where

ie the total potential of the four electroototic waves involved.

Using the identity

t*0
where J is the Bessal function of order n and the ouoifflation over n

n

runs from — oC t o + °C > w e c a n express

ET= -

f* $ + i&.*o) +•-

In Eqe.(15) snd (16) f"5 are the amplitude^ of ihc clcctr'--* uic

potentials, J = J (k f ), J° = J (k P ), J1 ^ J (k p ;• , = ,.!

Jn =
 J

n'
k, f ) . a n d * "i» ^2- a r e t h e arlRleE between the ,:-,,>i;

and k , k and k , respectively. Ueinf; Eq^. (15) ar!

into Eqa.(1O)-(12) we can write

11 ;

I



e = w, -

?n

-JS4 £7)}

1

Y

where the prime on a function denotes derivative with respect to its

argument.

How, since the maximum crowing nodes propagate ia the plane

17
perpendicular to the external magnetic field , we take k k .

This aasunption is justified as the collisionless damping of the

electrostatic low-frequency mode is vanishingly email in the plane

transverse to the direction of the external magnetic field. Using

Eqa.d5)-(20) in the Vlasov equation (6) we obtain the following linear

response of electrons :

-nco.
1re
n To ?
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£=- •TI

°n T- '

We now present the three-wave and four-wave parametric instabilities

in separate aectiona.

III. THREE-WAVE IHTEBACTIOHS

We study here the various possible interactions of the

electrostatic beat wave (pump) with the electron and ion modes in

the plasma. The lower sideband (Stoke'e component) is taken to be

in resonance where Oi, — CO CO t i - i o i ~ £ o'
 T h e upper

sideband (anti-Stoke'o component) is considered to be non-reEonant

and hence dropped from this three-wave analysis.

Using EqB.(22) in Cq.(6) we obtain the nonlinear part of

the distribution function for the low-frequency mode ( CJO > k)

2m

2

2-tri OJ,
a-£

We obtain the linear and nonlinear density perturbations

associated with the low-frequency mode ( CO , k) from the relation

Thue, the linear and nonlinear density fluctuations at ( uJ

•re given by

2

kte



1 0

X
(**)

X =

&•>-

IQ is th« zoro-ordar modified Bveael function of first kind.

k v / COb = k v / CO *̂ > 1 for

beat wave accftleratora and *

usual plaonm parametore In the

perturbation. In deriving Eq.(26) w* have retained only

the dominating terns having ( Oi—OX,) in tha denominators.
C

-13-

In the case of the plasma beat ware accelerators the condition

io" > > IO*~ i* • I W J B aatiafied anfi w« may consider the high
frequency response of electrons to be unmagnetized; only the low-

frequency electron response being takes to be magnetized. Taking the

high frequency response of electrons to be unmagnetized, the

linearized Vlasov equation for the response at ( a) , kQ) may be

written as

i = -i
Thus,

where 60 "> * '1 i a «eoumed. For the high frequency response at ( CO , k^)

we express f, as

f (3o)

where the linear and nonlinear parte of the distribution function.

and f!fL in the linlt M turn out to be

wh«r« the *et»riok d«noteE complex conjugate of the function involved.

Integrating f1 in the Telocity space we obtain the following

expression for the nonlinear density fluctuation at the high

frequency sideband ( U). , k^)

1 2711

where nL is the linear density perturbation at the lov frequency and

nL is the linear density fluctuation associated with the pump wave :
o

-Ih-

T



Ln -

Now, BubBtituting Eqs.(26) and (33) in the Polsson equation we

obtain the following nonlinear coupled equations

NlL Us)

where the linear dielectric functions £ and £^ are given by
16

6-

- i

Dr l ^%

We retain the response of lone in the linear dielectric function

of the low-frequency mode, while only the electron response haa been

taken into account for the high frequency response, where the ionB

form only the charge neutralizing background. Eliminating (p and <̂ p

between Eqe.(35) and (36) we obtain the following expression for the

nonlinear dispersion relation for the low frequency electrostatic mode :

e - Gfl!)

-15-

where i—

....18
To obtain the growth rate of the decay process we write

OJ = CO + i

co

where and
'J, .are the linear damping rates of the decny

and euffix r on ^ £g denotes real parts, and c^' its the :•.;>

part of ^ . Thus, the growth rate of the three-wave parametric

instability is given by

where
where $ is the growth rate in absence of the damping of the wnvcr,

o
The linear damping rate of the law frequency mode may be obtained fror-

tba relation, ^ L = ^ i / ^ ^ r / ^ ) and that ° f the h i h

frequency and high phase velocity (

node ( O ) 1 ( k1) is given by
19

v ) electron

where



Let IB cow study the parametric interaction of the electron

plasma wave (pump) with any one of the various possible low frequency

(lone/electrons) modes. We present first the three-wave decay

processes involving the ion modes (A) and then the electron modes (B)

A. ION MODES/LANGMUIE WAVES

i) ION ACOUSTIC KOBE

Thio problem has been attempted for the caee b
in an

Thi p

earlier paper . It haa been observed that the growth rate of the

decay instability of the excited beat wave increases with the drift

Telocity of electrons, temperature, wavelength of the perturbation,

but decreases rapidly with increasing the external magnetic field.

ii) FAST ION WAVE

In this case we have

and [ti>— 71 CO I >|(L1?* The

by the simple formula, CO =• kC

dispersion relation ie given

where C^ ie the ion acoustic speed.
by the simple formula, CO ^, ^

Ooder these approximations the linear dielectric function, Eq.(37)

reduces to (considering terms up to D = 0, + 1 only)

and

e4 = 1 +

Therefore, the undamped growth rate of the decay of the beat wave into

the faet ion wave and a Langmuir oidebacd is given by ,

iii) LOWER HYBBID MODE

For the lower hybrid mode to exist we must have the conditions

we must also have UJ > k ^ , therefore, the ions may be taken cold

and unmagnetised. In this caae the linear dielectric function for the

low-frequency node nay be given by •? 2.

e -
and

The linear dispersion relation is given by £ = 0, i.o

-17-



Uaing ,*preeBlonS f o r ^ , 9 ^ / ^ f c r o . Eq8.CfO) and

tO from Eq.(^9) we obtain the growth rat* of the lower

hybrid mode as

The linear damping rate of the lower hybrid wave la given by"*0

TC%X\CO r *>

where J p i ie8lvenby

the pr«en« of the linear damping of the d«ay waree, the over-all

growth rate of the thr«-waT. decay instability is given by

ION BERNSTEIN WAVE

In this case we muet have the conditions ; CO <**> W c,' 3 ^ g

Then, the low-frequency dielectric function reduces to

-19-

- 1 +

Therefore,

The angular frequency of the nth order ion Bernstein mode ie

given by (when £ = 0)

G9

Hence, the growth rate of the
nth order ion Bernstein mode ie given by



v ) ION CYCLOTRON WAVE
B. ELECTRON KODES / UKGMUIR WAVE

In the case of ion cyclotron mode to exist in the plasma

we must have CO ~ &>c£ J <4i — W . • > K ^ 5 * V ^ ^ ^

(for short parallel wavelengths). The linear dielectric function

reduces, under the above conditions, to

2- o2-

e

I (b)

Therefore,

The angular frequency of the ion cyclotron mode ie obtained from

the field.free dispersion relation, £ = 0, vis.,

Hence, the undamped growth rate of the three-wave parametric decay

instability of the beat wave into an ion cyclotron mode and another

electrostatic electron plasma wave is given by

(59)

(60)

1 =
L j ig fa. - a),) fa0- ftj. ^ «f » fe0

i) ELECTRON BERNSTEIN MODE

For the case of the electrostatic electron Bernoteia modes

to exist in a plasma the following conditions must be satisfied :

(short perpendicular wavelength). Since ^ >^> Co >we neglect

the ion motion in the linear dielectric function of the electron

Bernstein mode, which ie given by

Therefore,

(62)

The angular frequency of the electron Bernstein mode is given by

Thus, the undamped growth rate this instability is given by

2. o >> .2- A ,

e liV =



ii) ELECTRON CYCLOTRON MODE

In this caee we must have

Since CO 5> O^.^ , w e neglect the ion motion. Therefore,

taking only the n s 0 term ,

.2
(66)

and

11
i+OJ

(CO

The angular frequency or the electron cyclotron mode is obtained

from the relation £ * 0, i.e., . i

L- ^ € r

Hence, the growth rate of the decay instability in absence of the

damping of the wayes ie given by

(69)

IV. FOUR WAVE INTERACTIONS

l a the above c o n s i d e r a t i o n s of the three-wave parametric

i n s t a b i l i t i e s , the upper sideband ( Co , Je- ; CO = LO + ^0 •>

k, » k + k ) has been taken t o be o f f - r e s o n a n t , i . e . , i t i s not an
~t — ~0

eigenmode of the plasma in the parametric decay processes. However,

there are phenomena, viz., filaaentation instability, modulational

instabilities, and the oscillating: two stream instabilities of the

pump wave, where both the sidebands become omportant end must be

taken into account.

As in Eq.(23) the nonlinear part of the distribution function

corresponding to the apper sideband at U) = Co 4- CL)Q is given by

i% =

2

(»



Substituting the integrals of Eq.(70) and Eq.{26) the total Foiason's

equation for the low frequency mode in the four-wave decay instability

becomes „

where

(71)

'O ~* ' (72)

X te given by F,q,(?7)

(73)

For the high frequency respond* of electrons at th« upper

sideband ( LO- { k j «« obtain from the Vlasov equation for

the unmognetiaed plasms

2 m

Integrating over the velocity space we obtain

NLSubstituting n2, in the Poisson'a equation we obtain

where the linear dielactric function to is given by

(77)

Eliminating <I> , q ? and <f> from EqB.(?1), (36) and (?6) wo

derive the general nonlinear dispersion relation for the low

frequency describing the four-wave interactions ae

e -- (78)

where JX. . le given by Eq. CfO) aad the coupling constant // for

the upper sideband is given by

— — 0
CT?)

How, following the same procedure B B in Eq.(^3) the growth rate of

a four-wave interaction is given by

186)

-26-
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where ^ is the linear damping rate of the upper sideband and

'2-

(81

In the following we describe the individual four wave parametric

interactions, viz., filanentation, modulation and finally the two

plasmon decay instabilities.

i) FILAHENTATION INSTABILITY

In this caee the density perturbation C CO , k) is assumed to

be propagating transverse to the direction of propagation of the

pump, C k ]. J ^ ) . The pump delirere more energy to the denser region

of the plasma, enabling it to grow causing nontmiforo distribution of

the intensity of the initially uniform pump wave. The nonuniform

intensity exerts a ponderomotive force on the plasma and enhances

the density perturbation which turns out to be a purely growing mode.

The instability breaks the pump wave into filamentary structures and

ia known as the filamentation instability.

The filamentation of beat waves in a transversely magnetized

plasma has been attempted. It is noticed that the external

transverse magnetic field can reduce the growth rate of the

lilamentation instability and thus helps in auppreseing this

undesirable instability.

-f'T-

il) MODULATION INSTABILITY

When the density perturbation propagates along the direction of

propagation of the pump wave with its phase velocity equal to the

d&^/dk ) it modul
group velocity of the pump wave, ( CO

)i it modulates

the velocity of the pump and then produces an amplitude modulation.

The modulated amplitude envelope produces a ponderoootive force

driving the perturbation. This is known as the modulation instability.

The angular velocity and wavenumber of the perturbation for the

amplitude modulation is related bj U)= 3kQ kve/tt>Q. For the

modulating perturbation we take CO ̂ > OJ * . Therefore, the
G I

motion of iona in the linear dielectric function may be neglected.

AIBO. is k A/ 0, (u) - ri(Je)

1

Then,

(w)

(81)

J. »and X „ of the high-frc;uency
The linear damping rates } . »ana 012''

sidebands may be neglected. Thus, the growth rate of the modulntion

instability is given by



Using Eqs.(o't), (83), t'16), (81), <W) and (?9> the growth rate of

the modulation instability in absence of the linear damping of

all tha decay waves turns out to be

iii) OSCILLATING TWO ETUEAM INSTABILITY

The pump may decay into a purely growing short wavelength

zero frequency perturbation, (k >"> k t Rett) ™ 0). In this

case the sidebands ( X Cti . k) are the elgenmodes of the plaBma

except for a Email frequency mismatch, and k v , k v, -jjjy | CO \ j

so that the electrons and ions response is adiabatic

in the parallel direction. The density perturbation couples the

oscillatory particle velocity at the pump frequency to produce

currents that drive the sideband modes. Since k ^C, k, the pump

wave is simply a uniform oscillatory electric field causing a

uniform oscillatory drift velocity of electrons and iona. When

the frequency of oscillation is near the frequency of a local

eigenmode, the mode is excited, taking energy from the

oscillatory motion.

The general dinpersion relation for the four-wave parametric

process, Eq.(?8) may be employed to obtain the growth rate of the

oscillating two stream instability. Since k

part of OJ iE essentially zero, | U){ | CZ. co

Therefore, the coupling coefficients are nearly equal when 5- o-=• —

\VJ^\Zc/FkxTie SfjfaS To(l)tot,(-b)
tl.~-M2. — — " ••--•

k and the real

and Ik ,1 i: k.

3 A .
For the oscillating two stream instability, k J>> k and £ [CO , k_)

nearly zero. Let W + A be the frequency at which £(CL>Q+A. feie

Then,

i aw
0

The dispersion relation, Eq.(7&) reduces to

yU Z A

Thus,

€ = -

= A -

This gives a purely growing mode with raaxiraum growth rate piven

i
/JL

As in Eq.(83) we have



&) , henceand usually, for OTSI,

Thus, the maximum growth rate of the OTSI of the beat wave is

given by

V. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION

For the sake of numerical appreciation of the results

we have made calculations of growth rates of the various parametric

interactions for the following plasma parameters :

CO. = 1.963 It 10 rad sec" ,

U»' = 1.778 X 101<* rad oec"1 (corresponding to C0 ? laeer),

n° = 1.15 X 1 0 1 7 cm"3,
o

T e = 1 keV,

B = (20 - 150) kG,

k = (1 - 5) X 10 5 cm"1.

3 0 0 ,

|v A I = 1 - 1 0 .
o' e|

The results of calculations are presented in the form of graphs

in Fige. 1 - 3.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the normalized growth

rates ( »0 / O> ) of the instabilities involving varioue Ion

frequency ion modes of the plasma as a function of the external

magnetic field, B for different parameters of interest. It

is noticed that the growth rate of the decay of the beat wave

(EPW) into a fast-ion mode and another EPW increases with

increasing external magnetic field. The growth rates vanish

when the decay waves propagate in the direction of the beat

wave. The growth rates of the lower hybrid wave and the ion Bernsteii

wave are greater than the corresponding growth rates of the fast-

ion wave and the ion cyclotron wave for the same set of parameters

in the plasma.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the normalised growth ratec

( o0 / Ct) ) for the instabilities involving the electron mode a

of the plasma with the external magnetic field, B . The sro-wth

rates are sensitive functions of the wavenumber of the low frequency

nodes. 2O /W increases with B . However, for eome value of k,

the growth rate of the electron cyclotron wave decreases up to

certain magnetic field and then increases with increafiin^

magnetic field. For the electron cyclotron mode the grow*!.

rate decreases initially and then increases with B__. Thu

growth rate of the electron Bernatein wave is greater than Hint

of the electron cyclotron wave.



i'igure 3 ehows the variation of the normalized growth

ratas ( 00 / ii) ) of the modulational instability and

the oscillating two streao instability of the beat wave

(EPW) with the external magnetic field, Be. For the

modulational instability the growth rate decreases up to

certain value of B and then increases with the magnetic

field. The growth rate of the OTSI increases with the

external magnetic field, Be- The growth rate of the OTSI

increases with the square of the pump-induced velocity

of electrons, but is independent of the temperature of

the plasma.

v:.. CONCLUSIONS

A large amplitude electrostatic electron plasma

wove excited at the beat frequency of two co-linear

high power laaer beame is strongly unstable and suffers

efficient parametric instabilities in a hot plasma in

the presence of an external static magnetic field. The

nonlinear Vlasov equation expressed in terms of

guiding center coordinates has been employed to obtain

the nonlinear response of electrons in the three-wave

and four-wave parametric processes. The growth rates

of tile various instabilities depend on the external

magnetic field. Some of the instabilities may be

reduced by the application of the transverse magnetic

field for certain range of parameters, whereas, Home

of them are enhanced by the external magnetic field at

higher value of the magnetic field. Some other inspects

of the beat waves must be considered to influence or

control these instabilities, so that, the large amplitude

beat wave can trap electrons and accelerate them to

high energy before undergoing parametric instabilities

in the plasma.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig . 1

F ig . 2

The variation of \/^

•the following parameters i

f o r th* i o n m o d o E w i t h B
B
 f o r

Iv /v I »10, T - 1 keV, and % = %. • 30°.
I O ft ) 6 1

The curves 1,1 i 2,2; 3,3 and h,h correspond to

when the low frequency modes are faet-ion, lower hybrid,

ion Bernstein, and ton cyclotron waves, respectively.

The solid curves represent k = 2 K 10 era and the

daehed curves represent k = 5 X 10 cm

The variation of <S liti for the electron modes with B^ for

the following parameters :

U /v \ = 10, T - 1 keV, § = 30°, and 'B. m 150°.
! o e v e *

The curves B,B and C,C correspond to electron Bernstein

and electron cyclotron nodes, respectively. The solid

curves are for k * 2 X 10* cm" , while tha daohed curves

are for k = h X 105 cm"1.

Fig. 3 The variation of 3 jOa for the modulations! instability

and

0 /

of OTSI with The curves 1 and 2 represent

to for the following parameters ;

V /v \ - 1, T - 1 keV,
o e I e

30°.

The curve 1 is for k = Z X 10^ ci" , while curve Z is for

-h 1 -J
k = 5 X V> cm . The curve 3 represents 0 maj£ for

j o e (
10, T = 1 fceV, $ • 30° and k - 2 X 1O3 cm"1.
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